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Two successive pure Lorentz transformations are equivalent to a pure Lorentz
transformation preceded by a 3x3 space rotation, called a Thomas rotation.
When applied to the gyration of the rotation axis of a spinning mass, Thomas
rotation gives rise to the well-known Thomas precession. A 3x3 parametric,
unimodular, orthogonal matrix that represents the Thomas rotation is presented
and studied. This matrix representation enables the Lorentz transformation
group to be parametrized by two physical observables: the (3-dimensional)
relative velocity and orientation between inertial frames. The resulting
parametrization of the Lorentz group, in turn, enables the composition of successive Lorentz transformations to be given by parameter composition. This
composition is continuously deformed into a corresponding, well-known
Galitean transformation composition by letting the speed of light approach
infinity. Finally, as an application the Lorentz transformation with given orientation parameter is uniquely expressed in terms of an initial and a final timelike 4-vector.
Key words: Special theory of relativity, Lorentz transformation, parametrization, Thomas rotation.

1. INTROD UCTION

As Thomas pointed out,O) two successive pure Lorentz transformations,
called boosts in the jargon, are not equivalent to a pure Lorentz transformation,
but to a pure Lorentz transformation preceded, or followed, by a rotation (or
precession) of the space coordinates. The relativistic rotation of space
57
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coordinates under successive pure Lorentz transformations/z) called the Thomas rotation, reveals itself in a moving spinning mass as the Thomas precession.(l~ It is due to the presence of the Thomas rotation that pure Lorentz
transformations, or boosts, do not form a group. Some authors, therefore, refer
to the Thomas rotation as the rotation correction that one must introduce so
that the composition of boosts is a corrected boost.(3~ Some other authors refer
to the Thomas rotation as the Wigner rotation.( 4~The term Thomas precession is
widely used in the literature to describe the Thomas rotation; see, e.g.,
Mrller.(5)
The aim of this article is to present the Thomas rotation matrix and the
resulting parametrization of the Lorentz transformation group. The Thomas
rotation matrix is presented in a concise canonical form that has not been
discovered by earlier investigators since the algebra involved in its calculation
is overwhelming. Indeed, in his treatise Classical Mechanics Goldstein notes
that "The decomposition process [describing successive pure Lorentz transformations as a pure Lorentz transformation preceded, or followed, by a space
rotation] can be carried through on the product of two pure Lorentz transformations to obtain explicitly the rotation of the coordinate axes resulting from the
two successive boosts [that is, the Thomas rotation]. In general, the algebra
involved is quite forbidding, more than enough, usually, to discourage any
actual demonstration of the rotation matrix" (Italics not in the original)56)
Specifically, Goldstein explains that eq. (11) of Section 4 of the present
article can be solved for the Thomas rotation matrix, tom[u; v], by matrix algebra, as shown in eq. (13). He, however, discourages attempts to simplify the
Thomas rotation matrix to the point where its rotation-matrix behavior can be
actually demonstrated and applied to various related problems. The algebra
involved in the present attempt to express the Thomas rotation matrix in its
canonical form is, as expected, overwhelming, and hence will not be presented
here. The final result of the simplification of the Thomas rotation matrix is,
however, neat and is presented in a canonical rotation matrix form in eqs. (14)
and (19) of Section 4. These equations, therefore, embody an important result
of the present work.
It is well-known that Lorentz transformations in one time dimension and
one space dimension can be represented by complex numbers. Hence, there are
attempts in the literature to study Lorentz transformations and their associated
Thomas rotations in one time dimension and three space dimensions by looking
for hypercomplex numbers or, more generally, for the elements of a Clifford
algebra.(7~ Exact expressions for the Thomas rotation were presented by several
authors; see for instance van Wyk,(8~ Ben Menahem( 9~ Rivas et aLO0) and others.(11~ Various approximations and, eventually, an exact evaluation of the Thomas rotation were obtained by Salingaros in a series of papers, (3~ in which he
used the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorf formula which corrects the product of noncommuting exponentials in the Clifford algebra. (t2~ Salingaros resuIts are discussed by Baylis and Jones, who presented a study of the Thomas rotation by
means of the Pauli algebra.(13~ An exact expression for a special Wigner angle,
studied by Han, Kim and Son,04~ is of particular interest to us since it is contained as a special case in our expression for the general Thomas rotation, as
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shown in Section 5. Finally, an addition theorem of Wigner rotation matrices
was derived by Chen and Pei.(15~
The approach we take for the study of the Thomas rotation is radically different; it is the natural matrix approach, the algebra of which overwhelmed
Goldstein, and others.06) The Herculean task of calculating the Thomas rotation
axis and angle by matrix algebra is rewarding: Once the complicated calculations have been accomplished, neat expressions and an interesting mathematical formalism emerge. One of the resulting neat expressions appears in the
form of a unit quaternion that represents the Thomas rotation and, hence, called
the Thomas quaternion. The Thomas quaternion, presented in eqs. (45) of Section 7, turns out to be an elegant function of the two velocities that generate the
underlying Thomas rotation. The simplicity in the resulting expressions for the
Thomas rotation enables us to study its properties, some of which turn out to be
useful for several applications described in this article. A particularly important
application is the use in Sections 8 and 9 of some properties of the Thomas
rotation for the parametrization of the Lorentz transformation group, L {v; V},
by relative velocity, v, and relative orientation, V, between inertial frames in
such a way that composite Lorentz transformations are given by velocity and
orientation composition. We identify, in our notation, the Lorentz transformation group with its generic element, L {v; V}, which is a homogeneous, proper,
orthochronous Lorentz transformation, parametrized by velocity and orientation
parameters.
The resulting Lorentz transformation composition, eq. (55), has the form
L {vl; V1} L {v2; V2} = L {vI*Vlv2; tom[v1; Vlv2]V1V2},
which involves the Thomas rotation, tom, and the relativistic velocity composition operator, ,. This transformation composition is continuously deformed
into a corresponding Galilean transformation composition, eq. (58), which has
the form
G[Vl;V1}G[v2;V2} = G{vl+Vlv2;V1V2},
by letting the speed of light approach infinity. Comparing these two forms,
which are fully explained in Section 9, we clearly see that by letting the speed
of light tend to infinity, the relativistic velocity composition operator,.,
reduces to the Galilean velocity composition operator, +, and the relativistic
Thomas rotation, tom, vanishes. This expected result is not well known! Actually, some investigators believe that a continuous deformation of composite
Lorentz transformations into composite Galilean transformations does not exist,
due to the presence of the Thomas rotation. (IT)
Some preliminary, well-known results are presented in Sections 2 and 3
enabling the study of the Thomas rotation in Sections 4-7. This, in turn, enables
us to parametrize the Lorentz transformation group by relative velocity and
orientation between inertial frames, in Section 8, and to describe composite
Lorentz transformations in terms of velocity and orientation composition, in
Section 9. A reduction of the Lorentz transformation in Sections 8 and 9 for
the special case when the speed of light approaches infinity, c ~ 0% yields the
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Galilean transformation, parametrized by relative velocity and orientation
between inertial frames.(lsl Manipulations of the Lorentz transformation matrix
group are, then, illustrated in Section 10 where some identities for the Thomas
rotation are discussed. Finally, the capability of the present approach to deal
with previously unsolved problems is demonstrated in Section 11 where the
unique Lorentz transformation, with given orientation parameter, that links
given initial and final vectors is determined. The determination of this Lorentz
transformation is an interesting problem to which incomplete solutions are
available in the literature.( ~9a2~

2. RELATIVISTIC VELOCITY COMPOSITION
Relationships between inertial frames are measured by velocities and orientations relative to each other: (i) Relative velocities between inertial frames are
admissible, that is, they are elements of the space 9?2,
~

= { v E ~ 3 : ,vi <c},

where ~ 3 is the 3-dimensional Euclidean space and c is a positive constant
representing the speed of light; and (ii) relative orientaions are elements of the
space SO (3) of all 3×3 unimodular orthogonal matrices.
Let z, 2;' and ~2" be three inertial frames. For simplicity, the space coordinates of Z and Z', as observed by observers moving with Y. or with Y,', are parallel; and, similarly, the space coordinates of Y." and Y:', as observed by observers
moving with 2;' or with 2", are parallel. The flames are depicted in Fig. 1 in
which time and one space dimension are suppressed for clarity.
If the velocity of flame Y," relative to flame 2;' is v while the velocity of
frame I;' relative to frame Y. is u, as in Fig. l(a), then (i) the orientation of Z"
relative to Z is determined by the Thomas rotation, shown in Fig. l(b) and discussed in Section 4; and (ii) the velocity of frame Z" relative to frame 2; is the
relativistic composition, u,veN2, of the velocities u and v, given by the equation
u.v -

u+v
1+ u.v

+

C2

1 ~'u ux(uxv)
c 2 )'~+1 1+ u.v '

u,veN3,

(1)

¢2

where ~, is the Lorentzfactor,
~,

_

1

~1-(u) 2

_

1

,

(2)

41-(u) 2

associated with the velocity u whose magnitude is u, u = l u I, and where • and x
signify the usual dot (scalar) and cross (vector) product between two vectors.
The magnitude of the composite velocity u.v is symmetric in u and v, the
square of which is given by the equation
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Fig. 1 (a) The axes of both flames Z and E" have been constructed
parallel to those of I;' as seen by an observer moving with 2'. Nevertheless, (b) an observer in 1; sees the axes of 1;" rotated relative to his own
axes by the Thomas angle e of eqs. (22). If each of the velocities u and v
has magnitude c, the speed of light, then Thomas angle e equals the
angle - O, 0 cn, between u and v, that is, e = - O for 0 < 0 < 2n and 0 cn.

(3)

l+u"I
~-3

L

cz J

The Lorentz factor Y,.v, associated with the composite velocity u.v, is related to
the Lorentz factors y, and 7, by the equation
%,, = ~,.~,, (1+ u.v)
C2

(4)
•

It will be shown in Section 6 that the set 9~ of all 3-dimensional admissible velocities, with their composition law (1), forms an interesting noncommutative, nonassociative group. It will be found that the group operation, given by
velocity composition, obeys some weak commutative and associative laws
involving the Thomas rotation.

3. BOOSTS
A pure Lorentz transformation, or a boost, is a Lorentz transformation
without rotation between time-space coordinates of an event measured in two
inertial frames I; and 1;' with relative velocity v. It is given by the equation
t

Xr

= B(v)

,

(5)

where (t ,x ,y ,z y (the exponent t indicates transposition) and (t',x',y',z')' are the
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time-space coordinates of an event measured in Z and Z' respectively. B(v) is
the boost matrix associated with the velocity v of Z' relative to Z, given by the
equation

~
B(v) =

c-zrv vl

c % ~2

2

2

c-~rv v3

2

gvVl X+C-2~TvV~lV21 C-2~-~-'
]tvv--'v--'v--'v-~TVlVC2 - 2 ~ VlV3
"~vv2 C-2 ~fV~l V1V2 1+C-2 ~ 2 1 V22 C-2 ~ V"}Iv22V 3
2

Yvv3

~'v:

c_2 ]tv+lYv-vlv3

c_2~v2v3

,

(6)

2

l+c_ 2 ~ Y v v23

where (VI,V2,V3) are the components of the velocity v of Z' relative to Z, measured in 2.(22) An elegant canonical form for the boost matrix B(v) is given by the
equation
2
B(v) = J + y v b +

T~Ty+ 1 b 2,

(7)

where J is the 4x4 identity matrix, and where the matrix b =b(v) is related to
the boost velocity parameter v = (vl, v2, v x) by the equation

I O c-2vl c-2v2 c-v3]
vx
v2
vs

b(v) =

0
0
0

0
0
0

0 ,"
0j

(8)

Since the matrix b (v) satisfies the equation
v2
~,~- 1
b' = -~ b = -vT-- b,

(9)

it is readily seen that B (v)B (-v) = J, that is, the boost inverse to B (v) is B(-v).

4. THE THOMAS ROTATION
A 3x3 space rotation of time-space coordinates (t',x',y',z') t is represented
by the 4 x4 unimodular orthogonal block matrix
p(R) =

in terms of its
that is, R is a
homomorphic
description of

(000
R

(10)

effects on the column four-vector (t',x',y',z')', where R e SO (3),
3x3 unimodular orthogonal matrix (RRt=I and detR =1). The
mapping p: SO ( 3 ) ~ SO (4), which will be found useful in the
the Thomas rotation, thus takes a 3x3 unimodular orthogonaI
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matrix into a 4x4 unimodular orthogonal matrix. The Thomas rotation associated with composite boosts B(u)B(v) is represented by the 3x3 unimodular
orthogonal matrix, tom[u; v], satisfying the equation
B(u)B(v) = B(u.v) Tom[u; v],

u,v ~?~,

(1 1)

where we use the notation
Tom[u; v] = p(tom[u; v]).

(12)

Equation (1 1) describes the composition of two boosts as a boost preceded by a
Thomas rotation, Tom[u; v], generated by the boost velocity parameters u and v.
Eq, (1 1), thus, expresses the fact that boosting a moving object generates a
coordinate rotation. The lhs and the rhs of eq. (1 1) are respectively illustrated
in Fig. l(a) and l(b), where u and v are velocity parameters that may be given
by their components measured in both frames Z and Z'(23). Thomas rotation is
referred to as a Wigner rotation by several authors. However, (i) Thomas was
the first author who drew wide attention to the "forgotten relativistic effect''(24)
of the coordinate rotation generated by two successive boosts, previously
regarded as a peculiar feature of special relativity with no significant effects on
nonrelativistic motions, v <<c; and (ii) following Han, Kim and Son,(25) the
term Wigner rotation is reserved to the Thomas rotation defined in the Lorentz
frame in which the boosted particle under consideration is at rest.
Equation (1 1) can readily be solved for Tom[u; v],
Tom[u; vl = B (-u.v)B(u)B (v),

(1 3)

where u.v is the velocity composition of u and v given by equation (1), and
where we use the notation - u . v = -(u,v) = (-u).(-v), that is, the negation operator, -, distributes with the composition operator, .. Equation (13), in turn, can
readily be solved for tom[u; v] by means ofeq. (12). (26)The study ofeq. (13) for
the case when the velocity u is taken to be an infinitesimal velocity, 6u, is well
known.(6) In order to simplify the entries of the Thomas rotation matrix
tom[u; v] algebraically to the point where its properties can be actually demonstrated, one must perform the algebraic manipulations that have already
overwhelmed previous investigators. Details of the calculations involved in the
simplification of the Thomas rotation matrix tom[u; v] of eq. (13), therefore,
cannot be presented here. The final, algebraically simplified form of tom[u; v]
is, however, quite neat! The Thomas rotation matrix, tom[u; v] of eq. (11), in
all its glory turns out to be
tom[u; v] = I + clf2 + c2f22,

u,ve~2,

(14)

where 1 is the 3x3 identity matrix, and where the matrix I)=~(u,v) and the
coefficients cl=c~(u,v) and c2=c2(u,v) are functions of u and v, given in eqs.
(15) and (16) below.
The matrix ~ = f2(u,v) in eq. (14) is skew symmetric,
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f~(u,v) =

0 -C03 C021
cos 0 -~1 ,
-~)2

COl

(15a)

0

representing the linear transformation of cross product with co, that is, D.r = ¢oxr
for a 3-vector r. The entries co~, l<_k<3, of the matrix ~2 are the components of
the vector product co= u x v measured in the frame Z of Fig. 1,
co = (~l,e~,eo3) = u x v = (u2v~-u~v2, u3vl-ulv3, ulva-uzvl).

(15b)

The coefficients cI=c1(u,v) and c2=cz(u,v) in eq. (14) are given by the equations
1 3'u '/~ ("/~ + ~ + y,.~ + I)
c l(u,v) -- - c--y (Yu + 1)(y~ + 1)(yu,~ + 1)
(16)
1
y2y)
c2(u,v) = c--4- (y, + 1)(y~ + 1)(7~.~ + I) "
The verification that tom[u; v]eSO(3) is immediate if we note that (i) the
matrix ~2 and the coefficients cl and c2 are related by the equations
(17)
Cl2 +C 2 ~ 2 - 2 C 2 = 0;
(ii) the transpose of tom[u; v] is tom[v; u],
tom[v; u] = I - c 1f~ + c 2 ~2 ;

(14a)

and (iii) tom[u; v] is continuously deformed into the 3x3 identity matrix I by
letting u tend to v.
The verification that the matrix tom[u; v] of eqs. (11) and (12) is indeed the
one given explicitly by eq. (14) is a matter of matrix algebra. It is clear from
eqs. (14)-(16) that the Thomas rotation vanishes, tom[u; v ] = I , if and only if
either c ~ o ~ o r u × v = 0 .
There are various attempts in the literature to express the Thomas rotation
in terms of its generating velocity parameters, resulting in expressions having
different forms.O-9,11,13~ Thus, for example, equations (13) and (14) express the
Thomas rotation tom[u; v], generated by the composite boost B(u)B (v), in different forms.( 2T~The superiority o f the expression in eq. (14) over the one in eq.
(13) and other existing ones rests on the fact that it appears in a rotation matrix
form to which stadard results may be applied.
For the application o f standard results to the Thomas rotation tom[u; v], let
0 be the angle between the velocity vectors u and v, 0 <_0 < 27:. If 0 = 0 or 0 = n
then u and v are parallel and t o = u x v vanishes. Hence, we see from eqs. (14)
and (15) that when s i n 0 = 0 we have f2=0 and tom[u; v] = I , that is, no Thomas
rotation takes place. W h e n a Thomas rotation does occur, tomfu; v] ¢ I , the magnitude ] o)] of ca,
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i¢ol = [ u l l v l l s i n O l ,

(18)

is different from zero and, hence, eq. (14) c a n b e written in a canonical form as
• ~ too
f I + sine

+ (1 - c o s e) f~2(u,
o)o2v)_ ,

coo*O
(19)

tom[u; v]
I,

too=O,

for u, v e/R2 and 0 < e ( 2~, where we use the notation
sin

g = c 1COO
(20a)

1-COSE = c2cOo2

and
coo = -+ [uxvl = [ul IvlsinO = c 2 7~2"~-1 7~-~-1 sinO.
Y~Y~

(20b)

The notation in eqs. (20a) is justified since (ci (00) 2 4 - ( 1 - 6' 2 CO~)2= 1. The angle
associated with the Thomas rotation tom[u; v] of eq. (19), shown in Fig. 1, is
called the Thomas angle.
The rhs of the equation in (19) corresponding to coo*0 appears in a standard rotation-matrix form that, in less modem dress, dates back to Euler.(28) The
derivation of the axis and the angle of Thomas rotation, tom[u; v], from eq. (19)
is standard. Owing to the isomorphism between the space of 3x3 skew symmetric matrices and the vector space N3, one may identify the matrix g2 of eq.
(15) with the vector m = (cos, 602,co3), which is the vector product, m = u x v, of the
velocity vectors u and v. This vector turns out to be parallel to the rotation axis
of the Thomas rotation tom[u; v]. Accordingly, when sin 0~0, that is, when a
Thomas rotation takes place, the matrix O/c00 of eq. (19) is identified with a
unit vector, that is, the vector
e = ¢o =~ uxv
-luxvl

(21)
"

Hence, by standard theory, the canonical form (19) of the Thomas
matrix tom[u; v] represents a 3×3 space rotation by the Thomas angle
sense of a right-handed screw propelled in the direction of a positive
axis parallel to e. Being parallel to co=u×v, the axis of the Thomas
tom[u; v], generated by two successive boosts of velocities v and u, is
dicular to these velocities.
It can readily be shown from eqs. (16) and (20) that

rotation
e in the
rotation
rotation
perpen-

(7~ -7~,v+l
1)(% - 1) sin20

cose = 1

(22)
sin ~:

=

7 . , v 1+ 1

where, from eq. (4),

[~-x/72

l+(%_l)(Tv_l)cos0]sin0

Ungar
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Y,,*~ = T,,Yy + T~2X]~-I'V~2 - 1 c o s O -

(23)

In order to write eqs. (22) in a simpler form, let us define the two positive
functions A =A (u,v) and B =B(u,v) by the equations
A2

1

(y~ + 1)(yv + I )

2

Yu.v +1
(24a)

B2=

1

( % - 1)(yv - 1)

2

Yu.v +1

or, equivalently, by the equations
A =

k
~/k2 + 2k cos 0 + 1 '

~

k

< _ k
_A _~-k-=--1 '

B =

I
{k2+2k c o s 0 + 1 '

1 .n<
1
-UTT ~ n - - U = - ] - '

k2 -

yu+1%+1
y. - 1 Yv -

(24b)

where
k>l,
1 '

lim

k=!.

(24c)

lul,lvl ~ c

It can be s h o w n that the functions A and B are related by the equation
A2+2AB c o s 0 + B 2 = 1,

(25)

and that, in terms of A and B , eqs. (22) take the form
cos e = 1 - 2B 2 sin20
(26)
sine = - 2 B ( A +B cos 0 ) s i n 0 .
W e see from eqs. (24) that A = kB and, hence,
A _>B

(27)

where equality holds if and only if the permissible velocities u and v have both
m a g n i t u d e approaching c. Hence, by eq. (25) we have the inequalities
2A 2 >

1

> 2B 2,

(28)

where equalities hold if and only if Iu I = c and i v [ = c.
The form o f the first equation in (26) suggests that eqs. (26) can be
simplified if we make use o f the trigonometric identity c o s e = 1-2sin2(e/2).
Indeed, eqs. (26) expressed in terms o f half e take the simpler form,
e = _+(A +B cos 0)
cos ~(29)
e = ~B sin0.
sin ~-
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The ambiguous signs in eqs. (29) go together, and the choice of a particular
sign is irrelevant since we do not distinguish between the pairs (cos ~-,e sin ~-)
and (cos e~______~r~, sin ~ - ) = - ( c o s

g
~-, sin ~-).

Clearly, the angles e and 0 of eqs. (26) represent oppositely directed rotations about an axis parallel to the vector uxv, shown in Fig. 1. Interestingly,
e = - 0 when the magnitude of both u and v approaches the speed of light c, and
0 ~ . When 0 = ~ and u and v have magnitude c, the Thomas angle a, as well as
the composition of the velocities u and v, is undefined.
In general, we have the inequality cose_>cos 0 where equality holds if and
only if [ u l = I vl = c and 0 ere. We see this from eqs. (26) and (28),
cose = 1-2B2sin20 _> 1

sin20
1 +cos0

- cos 0.

(30)

When, and only when, both velocities u and v have magnitude c, we have the
equality cose=cos0 for all 0, 0_<0<2rt, with one exception, that is, 0,re: The
case 0=re must be excluded when lul = Ivl =c since under this circumstance
the coefficients A and B of eqs. (24) and, hence, cos e and sin e of eqs. (26) are
undefined. This singularity in the Thomas angle e is hardly a surprise because it
accompanies a corresponding singularity in the velocity composition u.v when
u and v are antiparallel velocities with magnitude c.
We see from eqs. (26) that cos e is an even function of 0 and sin e is an odd
function of 0 so that e is an odd function of 0. Moreover, for 0_<0<re we have,
from eq. (30),
lel < 0

(31a)

for all permissible velocities u and v, [ u I, Iv [ < c, where e and 0 have opposite
signs. For, and only for, velocities u and v with magnitude c, Iu [ = I v I = c, we
have
e = -0

(31b)

for all 0, 0 < 0 < 2n, 0 an. Hence, the magnitude, l el, of the Thomas angle, e, is
smaller than its generating angle, 0, 0<0<r~. If lul = Ivl =c and 0=re then
Thomas angle e, as well as the composition of u and v, is undefined. This singularity in the Thomas angle e is, thus, associated with the fact that there is no rest
frame for the photon.
Thomas angle e and its generating angle 0 are shown in Fig. 1. The graphs
of cos e and - sine of eq. (22), viewed as functions of 0, are shown in Fig. 2 for
several values of ~, = u/c and 13~= v / c , where u and v are the magnitudes of the
velocities u and v that generate the Thomas rotation tom[u; v], and where 0 is
the angle between these two velocities.
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Graphical presentation of the Thomas angle.

The cosine and the -sine functions of the Thomas angle e, generated by two
successive boosts B(u)B (v), are viewed in Fig. 2 as functions of the angle 0
between the two partaking boost velocity parameters u and v. The graphs of the
functions cose(0) and -sine(0) of 0 are shown in Fig. 2 for several values of
I~, = lul/c and 13,= Ivl/c: (a)13~=13, =0.750; (b) ~,=~v =0.850; (c) 9,=0.850,
13, =0.990; (d) ~u=1~,=0.990; (e) 1~,=13, =0.999; and ( f ) 13,=13, =1. In graph
( f ) the point 0 = ~, where cos e and sin e are undefined, is excluded. At all other
points 0 in graph (f), 0< 0 < 2rt, cos e and -sin e are respectively equal to cos 0
and sin0. Graph (f), including the point corresponding to 0=re, is therefore
identical to the graph of cos 0 and sin 0 in [0, 2rc]. The graphs (a)-(e ) show that
(cos e, sin e) = (1, 0) for all 0 <_~,, 13, < 1 when 0 = 0, when 0 = n and, again, when
0 = 2m The respective approach of cos ~ and -sin ¢ to cos 0 and sin 0, 0 ~ 7t, as ~
and l~v approach unity, and the singularity of the limit at 0 = ~ are clearly
observed in Fig. 2.
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5. SOME COMMENTS ON THE THOMAS ROTATION
In Section 4 the Thomas rotation matrix, tom[u; v], has been expressed in a
standard rotation-matrix form, eq. (19), enabling its axis and angle of rotation
to be readily determined from its generating velocities u and v. As expected,
the axis of rotation is parallel to the vector u x v when u x v ¢ 0 . This axis does
not exist when u x v = 0, that is, when the Thomas rotation vanishes, tom[u; v] = I .
The rotation angle about this axis, that is, the Thomas angle e, is given by eqs.
(22).
An interesting special case of the Thomas angle has recently been studied
by Han, Kim and Son (HKS).04) It is the case of a Thomas angle generated by
two velocities with equal magnitudes, when one of the two velocities is
selected to be parallel to a particular coordinate. We will show in the present
section that the special result of HKS agrees with our general one.
HKS define the Wigner rotation as the Thomas rotation measured in the
frame in which the boosted particle is at rest. (25) The definition of the Wigner
angle, 0", made by HKS, is therefore slightly different from our definition of
the Thomas angle 0:
0* = 0 + e ,

(32)

where 0 and e are the oppositely directed angles illustrated in Fig. 1: (i) The
angle 0 is the angle between the velocities u and v, generating the Thomas rotation, (ii) the angle e is the Thomas rotation angle, and (iii) the sum of these two
angles gives the Wigner angle 0* as defined by HKS. (14) Expressions representing the Wigner angle, 0", can readily be constructed from eqs. (22),
cos 0* = cos(0 + e) = cos 0 +

y,.~ + 1

sin20
(33)

sin 0* = sin(0 + e) - ~ +Y--~-~sin 0
'gu,v

+1

The second equation in (33) shows that sin 0* and sin 0 have equal signs. Since,
in addition, 0 and e have opposite signs, eqs. (22), we find that l e l < 0 for
0_<0_<zt, thus confirming eq. (31a). In terms of half angles, 0*/2 and 0/2, eqs.
(33) can be simplified. Noting eq. (23), we have from eqs. (33),
_~_
tan

sin O*
= l+cos0*

7. + 7~

sin 0

= 1 + % 7 , + yu2.~-~_lyv2.~_l
(33a)
~'. + ~'v

tan O ,

from which we may calculate 0* in 0_<0" ,0 <~t:
0* = 2 tan -1 (

~'u + %

tan O ).

(33b)
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We see from eqs. (33) that when the magnitude of the two velocities, u and
v, that generate a Thomas rotation approach the speed of light, c, the Thomas
angle approaches - 0 , and the Wigner angle, as defined by HKS, approaches
zero,
lime = -0

(34)

lim O* = O,

(35)

and
u,v .-)c

for 0eTz. The limit in eq. (35), noted by HKS,(14) shows that the Wigner angle,
0", generated by velocities with magnitude approaching c, vanishes. The Thomas effect is a relativistic effect enhanced by relativistic velocities and
accelerations. On the other hand, its associated HKS Wigner angle, 0", vanishes
when generated by relativistic velocities with magnitude approaching c, regardless of the accelerations involved. We, therefore, do not select 0* as the angle
describing the Thomas rotation effect.
Due to the complexity of the algebra involved in the calculation of cos 0*
and sin 0* of eqs. (33), Han, Kim and Son have calculated cos 0* for the simple
special case where
lul = Ivl

and

v = ( 0 , 0 , ct)
C

(36)

and where, as in eqs. (33), the angle between u and v is 0. Our aim is to show
that the special result of HKS for cos 0* agrees with our general result in eqs.
(33).
For the special case (36), cos 0* and sin 0* of eqs. (33) reduce to cos 02 and
sin 02 given by the equations
cos0~* = l + c o s 0 - ( 1 - cta) (l - cos 0)
1 +cos 0 + (1 - a 2) (1 - cos 0)
(37a)
sin 02 =

2~1S- et2 sin 0
1 + cos 0 + ( 1 " a 2) ( 1 - cos O) "

Results obtained by spinor formulation normally involve half angles.
Expressing eqs. (37a) in terms of 0/2 rather than 0 we, finally, get
cos 0 *

1 - (1 - c~2) tan2(0/2)
= 1+ (l-aZ)tanE(e/2)
(37b)

sin 0* =

21"~- ct2 tan(0/2)
1 + (1 - a z) tan2(0/2) '

One of the two equations in (37b), the first one, was presented in an identical form by HKS in their eq. (11).(14) Equations (33) thus generalize the special
result (37b) of HKS to general Wigner rotations generated by arbitrary, permissible velocities u and v. Since HKS did not calculate the second equation in
(37b), they did not perform the obvious simplification of their expression for
the Wigner angle 02, that follows in eqs. (38) below.
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tan 02
2

-

sin 02
1 ~

= 4- lT- ~u -. ~t a n - - O
2'

(38a)

that is,
0* = 2tan-1('ll---~tan O ) ,

(38b)

in 0 < 0",0 < n. Had HKS calculated the two equations in (37b) they could have
presented the more impressive expression, (38b), for their Wigner angle 0%
In this section we have shown that eqs. (22) for the Thomas angle, e, are
equivalent to eqs. (33) for the H K S Wigner angle 0"; and that eqs. (33), in turn,
specialize to a result of HKS, obtained by a different method. The particular
result of HKS, furtheremore, has been simplified. It is interesting to compare
the graphical presentation of the Wigner rotation, given by H K M in their Fig.
2,(I4) with our graphical presentation of the Thomas rotation, in Fig. 2 above.
Clearly, the graph in Fig. 2 of the cos~sine of a rotation angle, e, as a function
of its generating angle, 0, is more revealing than a graph of a rotation angle, e,
as a function: of its generating angle, 0.

6. SOME IDENTITIES INVOLVING THE THOMAS ROTATION
A list of several identities most of which involve the Thomas rotation
matrix, tom[u; v], follows. The 3-dimensional velocity vectors u, v, w and u,v in
~2 are represented by column matrices so that tom[u; v](u,v), for example, is
the product of a 3 x3 matrix and a 3 x 1 matrix.
(i)

u*v = tom[u; v](v,u)

(iia) u,(v,w) = (u,v),tom[u; v]w
(iib) (u*v)*w = u,(v,tom[v; u]w)

(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)
(viii)
(ix)
(x)
(xi)
(xii )
(xiii)

R u,R v = R (u,v)
t o m [ u ; v ] = I for u x v = 0
tom-l[u; v] = tom t [u; v] = tom[v; u]
det tom[u; v] = 1
total-u;-v] = tom[u; v]
tom[u; -v] = tom[u,u;-u,v]tom[u; v]
tom[-v; v,u] = tom[u; v]
R tom[u; v] = tom[R u; R v] R
B(u)B(v) = B(u,v)Tom[u; v]
B(u,v) Tom[u; v] = Tom[u; v]B(v,u)
p(R)B(u) = B(Ru)p(R)

Weak commutative law of velocity composition
Right weak associative law of
velocity composition
Left weak associative law of
velocity composition

The boost composition law
Boost weak symmetry
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The matrices tom<[u; v] and tomt[u; v] are respectively the inverse and the
transpose of tom[u;v], and dettom[u;v] is the determinant of the matrix
tom[u; v]. Equations (iii), (x) and (xiii) are valid for any R eSO (3). Equations
(iii) and (x) indicate that u.v and torn[u; v] are cartesian tensors of respective
order 1 and 2, as they should.(29) In eq. (viii), as in eq. (13), we use the notation
- u . v = -(u.v) = (-u).(-v). Some equations in the list follow immediately from
other equations in the list, e.g., eq. (xii) follows from eqs. (xiii) and (i). A direct
proof of eqs. (i)-(xiii) for the Thomas rotation matrix, tom[u; v], of eq. (14) is
lengthy and, hence, requires the use of computer algebra.(3o) While the matrix
representation, tom[u; v], of the Thomas rotation in eqs. (14) and (19) is novel,
some of the equations listed in eqs. (i)-(xiii) are well-known. Thus, for example, an equation similar to eqs. (xi) and (x/i) can be found in the form

L xL z = RL = L "R

(39)

where L1 and Lz are given boosts and where the boosts L and L ' and the rotation matrix R are "easily found by spinor formulation."(8) In fact, if we use the
notation LI=B(u) and Lz=B(v) then, in eq. (39), R =torn[u; v] is the Thomas
rotation, and L =B(v.u) and L'=B(u,v) as we see from eq. (xii).
Equations ( i ) - ( i i ) establish a previously overlooked noncommutative,
nonassociative group structure for velocities, (N~, .), which is of interest as
much for its own sake as for its bearing on the real world.(3~) The group operation is given by relativistic velocity composition,., which is both weakly commutative and weakly associative. The weak commutative law is known in the
literature, being used in the determination of the Thomas rotation.(3z) The list of
equations (i)-(xiii) clearly indicates the existence of a mathematical formalism
underlying the Thomas rotation and the relativistic velocity composition that
needs to be further explored. We thus see that the Thomas rotation and the relativistic velocity composition, commonly studied as isolated concepts, are actually aspects of a group structure for N2.
For some investigators, the peculiar asymmetry in u and v of the velocity
composition u.v, eq. (1), seems to introduce difficulties into the theory of special relativity.(33) Equations (i) and (ii), however, obviate these difficulties tracing the noncommutativity and the nonassociativity of the composition of nonparallel velocities to the presence of the Thomas rotation. Thomas rotation, in
turn, reveals itself in a moving spinning mass as the Thomas precessioni(1) We,
thus, may say that the Thomas rotation results from the lack of commutativity
and associativity of velocity composition. Equation (xi) in the list is
noteworthy, providing the exact result for the product of two boosts as a boost
preceded by the Thomas rotation of eq. (14). Other representations of the exact
product of two boosts were recently presented by Salingaros, (3) van Wyk,(8)
Ben-Menahem,(9) Rivas et al. (10)and Baylis and Jones.0~)
As an illustrative example, we present the proof of eq. (ix). By eqs. (xi)
and (xii) of the list we have the equation
B (u) B (v) = B (u,v) Tom[u; v] = Tom[u; v]B (v.u),

(40)

B(u)B(v)B ((-v).(-u)) = Tom[u; v],

(41)

implying
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since B ( - v , u ) = B ((-v),(-u)) is the inverse of B(v,u). The lhs of this equation
can be manipulated into the desired expression,
B (u) B (v) B ((-v)*(-u)) = B (u) B (v*{(-v)*(-u)}) Tom[v; (-v),(-u)]
= B(u) B (-u) Tom[v; (-v),(-u)]
(42)
= Tom[v; (-v),(-u)]
= Tom[-v; v,u].
Equations (41) and (42) clearly establish the validity of eq. (ix). Another illustrative example, the proof of eq. (x), is indicated in Section 10 where some
details are left to the reader as an exercise.

7. COMPOSITION OF THOMAS ROTATIONS
The aim of this section is to place the canonical form (19) of the Thomas
rotation in the context of a classical result concerning rotations. Since Thomas
rotation matrices appear in a canonical form, eq. (19), it would be useful to
preserve the form in their compositions. For this sake we rewrite eq. (19) in
terms of e/2 as
tom[u; v] = I + 2cos~z sin~z -~0f2+ 2sin: 2e__f22~,

(43)

allowing the representation of tom[u; v] by means of the pair (cos~, e sin~)
where e=to/c00 is the unit vector isomorphic to the skew symmetric matrix
f2/c%, as explained in Section 4. The pair, in turn, may be written as a unit
quaternion,(34)
t(u,v)

e
= cos~-+e
s •l n ey ,

(44)

where e is given by eq. (21) and where the Thomas angle, e, is a function of l ul
and Iv I and the angle 0 between u and v, given by eqs. (22). Equation (44) provides a quaternion representation, t(u,v), for the Thomas rotation, tom[u; v];
each of the two quaternions _+t(u,v) represents the Thomas rotation matrix
tom[u; v] generated by the composite boost B (u)B (v). The unit quaternion t (u,v)
is therefore called the Thomas quaternion. It can readily be shown that a product of Thomas rotation matrices is represented by a corresponding product of
Thomas quaternions. One can therefore use quaternion multiplication to
describe compositions of Thomas rotations (as well as any 3 x3 space rotations).
The four components of the normalized quaternion t (u,v) are known as the
Euler parameters and form a well known relationship with their corresponding
3 x3 unimodular orthogonal matrix.05)
To express explicitly the Thomas quaternion t (u,v) as a function of its generating velocities u and v we substitute cos(e/2) and sin(e/2) from eqs. (29) into
eq. (44), noting that e=(uxv)/(lul lvl sin 0). The resulting Thomas quaternion
generated by u,v e ~ is neat,
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t(u,v)

;

A + B u.v-u×v
lul lvl '

lul [vt ;~0
(45a)

L 1,

l u l i v l =0,

where A and B are positive, defined by eqs. (24). The elegance and the simplicity of the representation of the Thomas rotation, tom[u; v], by its Thomas
quatemion, t (u,v), recalls to mind other elegant quatemion expressions arising
in the use of the quatemion group in modem physics.( 36~
If we denote the unit vector parallel to the vector uxv by e, as in eqs. (21)
and (44), and the angle between u and v by 0, then eq. (45a) can be written as
t (u,v) = A + B (cos 0 - e sin 0)

(45b)

for all permissible velocities u and v. The quatemion in eq. (45b) is continuous
at [ u l l v l = 0 since
lira A = 1

and

lul[v[~O

lim B = 0,
luljvl~O

as we see from eqs. (24).
Finally, by means of eqs. (24) we may write the Thomas quatemion o f eq.
(45b) in another form,
t (u,v) = k + cos 0 - e sin 0 ,
~/k2 + 2k cos 0 + 1

(45c)

in which the denominator is the quatemionic norm of the quaternion in the
numerator (which is different from zero since k > 1 for admissible velocities).
When lu[ = Ivl = c and 0 = ~ the Thomas quatemion, t(u,v), is undefined. This
singularity in the Thomas quatemion, t(u,v), is associated with a corresponding
singularity in the composite boost, B(u)B (v), that generates the Thoams rotation
represented by the Thomas quatemion, t (u,v). The singularity in the Thomas
quatemion is, thus, associated with the fact that there is no rest frame for the
photon.

8. PARAMETRIZING THE LORENTZ TRANSFORMATION GROUP
Attempts to parametrize the Lorentz transformation group in (1+3) dimensions exist in the literature. A n interesting parametrization, in terms of Eulerian
angles and pseudo angles, may be found in a text by Synge. (377Another interesting parametrization, allowing an elegant parameter composition, was recently
presented by Hirshfeld and Metzger.Og) The aim of this section is to parametrize
the Lorentz transformation in (l+n) dimensions, l < n <3, in a way that gives
rise to parameter composition for composite Lorentz transformations, and that
reduces naturally to the common velocity-parametrization of the ( l + l ) dimensional Lorentz transformation. An extension to n > 3 is straightforward,
but will not be discussed here. For n=l, it is well known that the ( l + t ) dimensional Lorentz transformation is parametrized by a I-dimensional
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velocity parameter v by means of the one-parameter matrix
L(v) =

E c?l

-c <v ~ c ,

(46)

7v

V 2-1/2
where 7 is the Lorentz factor associated with v, 7= [1 - (~-)
] . The Lorentz
transformation matrix L ( v ) is the generic element of a continuous oneparameter matrix group, called the Lorentz group, for the velocity parameter
v, -c < v < c. It satisfies the equation

L(vl)L(v2) = L(vlz),

(47)

where matrix multiplication corresponds to parameter composition, and where
v~z is the composition Of Vl and v2 given by the equation
(48)

v~+v2
V l 2 --

I +C_2VlV 2 "

The group operation for the one-parameter matrix group L (v) is matrix multiplication, given by parameter composition. The identity element is L(0) and the
inverse of L (v) is L (-v).
Adopting the popular abuse of notation, we identify the Lorentz group with
its generic element, L(v). Elements of the Lorentz group L ( v ) describe (l+l)dimensional Lorentz transformations in terms of their effects on time-space
coordinates (t', x'). The Lorentz transformation, L (v), brings the coordinates of
an event measured in a rocket frame, (t', x'), into the coordinates of the event
measured in a lab frame, (t,x), the origin of which coincided at t = 0 with the
origin of the rocket frame, according to the equation

= L(v) x

= LT(x'+vt" )

j '

(49)

where v is the velocity of the rocket frame (t', x') relative to the lab frame (t, x).
The parameter that parametrizes the Lorentz group L (v) is, thus, a relative velocity between inertial frames; and the parameter composition (48) is Einstein's
addition theorem for parallel velocities. The matrix product in eq. (47), therefore, describes two successive Lorentz transformations as a Lorentz transformation. In this sense we say that L (v) of eq. (46) is a one-parameter matrix group
representation of the (1+ 1)-dimensional Lorentz transformation group.
Parameter matrices have the capacity for storing information about the
composition of their parameters, an example of which is provided by eqs. (47)
and (48) for the one-parameter matrix L(v).(39) For the generalization of the
matrix representation (46) of the (l+l)-dimensional Lorentz transformation into
(1+3) dimensions we, therefore, seek a multi-parameter matrix, involving a (3dimensional) velocity parameter and an orientation parameter, that stores information about the relativistic composition of velocities and orientations. The
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latter, in turn, involves Thomas rotations as shown in Fig. 1. Following the
presentation of the Thomas rotation matrix and its properties, the straightforward extension of the one-parameter matrix group representation (46) of the
(l+l)-dimensional Lorentz transformation into (1+3) dimensions is now possible as we will show in eq. (55) of the next section.
It is well known that a (l+3)-dimensional Lorentz transformation can be
broken down into a product of a (l+3)-dimensional pure Lorentz transformation, or a boost, and a 3x3 space rotation. We therefore represent the (1+3)dimensional Lorentz transformation, L {v; V}, by the matrix product representing a boost, B(v), preceded by a 3x3 space rotation, V,
L{v;V} = B(v)o(V),

vefl?c3, V~SO(3),

(50)

where the boost and the rotation matrices, B(v) and p(V), are defined in eqs. (6)
and (10). It can readily be shown that the parametrization in eq. (50) is unique:
Two Lorentz transformations are equal, L {u; U} =L {v; V}, if and only if their
corresponding parameters are equal, u = v and U = V .
The Lorentz transformation represented by the matrix L {v; V} of eq. (50) is
homogeneous, proper and orthochronous. It is homogeneous since it takes the
origin of time-space coordinates into an origin of time-space coordinates; it is
proper since the determinant of L{v; V} is +1 rather than -1; and it is orthochronous since the Lorentz factor 7~, eq. (2), involved in the Lorentz ransformation matrix L {v; V}, satisfies the inequality 7~ >1 rather than 7v _<-1. In eq. (50)
we thus parametrize the homogeneous, proper, orthochronous Lorentz transformation by a velocity parameter v, ve~2, and an orientation parameter V,
V eSO(3). Since the velocity parameter, v, is represented by a 3-dimensional
vector and the orientation parameter, V, is represented by a 3x3 orthogonal
matrix with determinant 1, these two nonscalar parameters are equivalent to six
scalar ones. The usefulness of the parametrization (50) of the Lorentz transformation by velocity and orientation parameters rests on the parameter composition law that it allows, which will be presented in eq. (55) of the next section.
The matrix L{v; V} describes the Lorentz transformation in terms of its
effects on time-space coordinates. It relates the components (t',x',y',z'y and
(t,x,y ,z )t of an event measured in two respective inertial frames I~' and 2, by the
equation
= L{v; V}

.

(51)

The Lorentz transformation, L {v; V}, brings the coordinates (t',x',y',z')' of an
event measured in a rocket frame, Z', into the coordinates of the event measured
in a lab frame, Z. The origin of the rocket frame, X', coincided at time t =0 with
the origin of the lab frame, Z; and the velocity and the orientation of the rocket
frame, Z', relative to the lab frame, ~, are respectively v and V, depicted in Fig.
3.
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(t',x',y')

I2
Icos a -sin a l
Fig. 3 Velocity v and orientation V = k sin a cos c~j
frame, E', relative to another inertial frame, t;.

of an inertial

The velocity parameter v and the orientation parameter V, which
parametrize the Lorentz transformation L {v; V} of eq. (51), describe the velocity and the orientation of the frame E' relative to the frame Y~, as depicted in
Fig. 3. In the limit when the speed of light approaches infinity, c ~ ~, the
Lorentz transformation L{v;V} reduces to a Galilean transformation,
G {v; V} = l i m L {v; V}, between two inertial frames with relative velocity, v,
and orientation, V. From eqs. (50), (6) and (10) we, thus, have the matrix
representation,

C~v; v } = l i m L ~ v ; v} =

r111oo00oooo
v20 1 0

l v3001

V

1 0001

Vl
vz

V

(5;)

v3

of the Galilean transformation, G{v; V}, parametrized by relative velocity,
v e g/3, and orientation, V e SO (3), between inertial frames, relating the components (t',x',y',z')t and (t,x,y,z)t of an event measured in the two respective
inertial frames, E" and E, of Fig. 3.(4°)
9. SUCCESSIVE LORENTZ TRANSFORMATIONS

Successive Lorentz transformations involve, in general, Thomas rotations.
Since a neat expression for the Thomas rotation is not available in the literature,
the standard study of Thomas rotations is limited to eq. (13) and to its implications to infinitesimal velocities.(26) The limited understanding of the Thomas
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rotation, in turn, restricts the study of successive Lorentz transformations to
particularly simple cases. The common restricted study of successive Lorentz
transformations is well expressed in a recent excellent text: "When we study
Lorentz transformations, especially in physical applications, we often use
transformations in the xy coordinate system either only along the x or along the
y axis. We seldom discuss Lorentz transformations in the three-dimensional xyz
coordinate system. In spite of this simplification, the conventional method of
computing velocity additions and successive Lorentz boosts is still complicated."(41)
In this section successive Lorentz transformations will be presented in a
form that shares its simplicity with the well-known form of successive Galilei
transformations, to which it reduces when c ~ ~,. Following the construction
of a compact expression for the Thomas rotation, in eq. (14) and in eq. (19),
and the subsequent discovery of its properties, in Section 6, we can now propose a novel way to describe two successive Lorentz transformations as a
Lorentz transformation. It is the way that naturally extends the composition
law (47) of (l+l)-dimensional Lorentz transformations into a composition law
L Iv1; V1} L {v2; V2} = L {v12; V12}

(53)

of (l+3)-dimensional Lorentz transformations, where matrix multiplication is
given by parameter composition. Making consistent use of the Thomas rotation
and its properties we will, thus, give the theory of the Lorentz group an extraordinarily elegant form.
The composition law of two successive Lorentz transformations follows (a)
from the definition of the Lorentz transformation matrix, eq. (50); (b) from eq.
(xiii), indicating that boosts are cartesian tensors of order 2; and (c) from the
boost composition law in eq. (xi), that introduces a Thomas rotation:
L (Vl; Vl} L {v2; V2} = B(vl) o(V1)B(v2)o(V2)
= B(vl)B (VIV2)D(V1) o(V2)
= B(vl*Vlv2) p(tom[vl; VlV2])o(V1) p(V2)

(54)

= B(vl,Vlv2) p(tom[vl; V~v2]V1V2)
= L {vl*VlV2; tom[v1; Vlv2]V1V2}.
Equation (54) demonstrates that the Lorentz transformation composition law
(53) takes the form
L {V1; V1} L {V2; V2} = L {vx*Vlv2; tom[v1; VIV2]V1V2},

(55)

where matrix multiplication corresponds to parameter composition. The
Lorentz transformation composition law (55) is, therefore, associative. Moreover, we see from the Lorentz transformation composition law (55) that the
identity Lorentz transformation is
L {0; I },

(56)
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(t",x",y")/

/

/

Fig. 4 Two successive (Galilean or Lorentz) transformations between
inertial frames are equivalent to a single transformation.
and that the inverse L-l{v; V} of a Lorentz transformation L {v; V} is
L-l{v; V} = L{-V-Iv;

v-l}.

(57)

The Lorentz transformation matrix L{v;V} thus forms a two-parameter
transformation group for the velocity parameter v, v eg?2, and the orientation
parameter V, V eSO(3), where the group operation is matrix multiplication
given by parameter composition. Adopting the popular abuse of notation we
identify the resulting Lorentz group with its generic element, L {v; V}, describing the generic (l+3)-dimensional Lorentz transformation according to eq. (51).
By letting the speed of light tend to infinity, c --,o% the composition law
(55) of two successive Lorentz transformations is continuously deformed into
the composition law
G[Vl;V1}G{v2;V2} = G{Vl+VIv2;V1V2},

(58)

of two successive Galilean transformations, illustrated in Fig. 4. Equation (58)
has an obvious geometrical meaning, and can be directly obtained from eq.
(52).(42) The reducibility of the Lorentz composition (55) into its Galilean counterpart (58) by a continuous operation, c ~ , is expected. Surprisingly, however, it is not well known.(17)
A generic element of the Galilean group, G {v; V}, is represented by eq.
(52) as a translation preceded by a rotation. Since, in addition, the group operation is given by eq. (58), the Galilean group is the semidirect product of the
translation group, (9?3, +), and the rotation group, SO(3). (43) The Lorentz group
L{v; V} with its group operation given by eq. (55) gives rise, similarly, to a
novel product of the noncommutative, nonassociative group (9?3, .) and the
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rotation group SO (3). This novel product of two groups, that we may call the
quasidirect product, reduces to the semidirect product of two groups, (/R3, +)
and SO (3), when c ~ ~.
In the composite transformations of eqs. (55) and (58), each velocity
parameter is a velocity vector that may be represented by its components measured in the frame relative to which the velocity is measured. Thus, the velocity
parameters vl and Vlvz in the composition laws (55) and (58) are given by their
components measured in the frame 1; of Fig. 4, while the velocity parameter v2
is given by its components measured in the frame 2" of Fig. 4. Similarlyl the
inverse of the velocity parameter vl of Fig. 4 is -V71 vl since vl is given by its
components measured in the frame 2 while its inverse must be given by its
components measured in E'. This relationship between a velocity parameter, v,
and its inverse velocity parameter, -V-iv, is clearly seen in eq: (57) for the
inverse of the Lorentz transformation.
Fig. 4 illustrates the relativistic and the Galilean composition law, eqs. (55)
and (58). It depicts three inertial frames, 2", 2" and ~, in which the time dimension and one space dimension are suppressed for clarity. The velocity and the
orientation of 2" relative to l~" are given by the parameters v2 and
rcos ~2 -sin a21
v2 =k sin c~2 cos c~2j' where vz is given by its components measured in I;'.
Similarly, the velocity and the orientation of E' relative to Y. are given by the
rCOS O~1 -sin al]
parameters vl and V1 = Lsin~1 cosctlJ ' where vx is given by its components
measured in E. The Galilean velocity addition v12=v~+Vlv2 describes the
velocity of 2" relative to Z in Galilean relativity, where v12 is given by its components measured in Y.. The Galilean orientation composition, V12,
r COS(~I 4- ~2) -sin (cq + ~e)] r cos ~12 --Sill 0~12]
V12= VlV2= [sin(cq+c~2) cos(cq+c~e)J = ksina~z coscqeJ ' describes the
orientation of E" relative to ig in Galilean relativity.
To avoid the need for orientation composition in Galilean relativity one
may employ only inertial frames which are mutually parallel; Galilei transformations between parallel inertial frames can be parametrized by a single (3dimensional) velocity parameter. This is however not the case in Einsteinean
relativity where orientation composition and velocity composition are inseparable due to the presence of the Thomas rotation: As we see from eq. (55), the
parameter pair composition (vm; V~2) of (v~; V1) and (v2; V2) is given by the
equation
(V1; V1)*(V2; V2) --- (v12; V12) = (vi,V1¥2; tom[v1; VIV2]V1V2).

(59)

Contrary to Galilean orientation composition, eq. (59) shows that the composition of two identity orientations, I, need not result in an identity orientation, I.
Hence, when nonparallel velocities are involved, one cannot employ in special
relativity only mutually parallel inertial frames. Accordingly, the Lorentz
transformation must be parametrized by both a velocity and an orientation
parameter.(44)
Two geometrically obvious properties of the Lorentz transformation are
presented in the following theorem.
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THEOREM

Let V0 be an orientation parameter. Then
L{v;V} x'

= L{v;VV°-I} Vox"

(60)

and
L {Vl; V~} L (v2; g2} = L [vl; V1W 1 } L {gova; gov2}.

(61)

The first equation of the Theorem, (60), follows from the definition, eq.
(50), of the Lorentz transformation matrix L{v; V} and from the obvious equation,

p(V) x'

EI I

= p(VV0-1) gox' '

(62)

for the rotation matrix p(V) of eq. (10). The validity of the second equation of
the Theorem, (61), is verified by an application of the Lorentz transformation
composition law (55) to both sides of this equation.

10. MANIPULATIONS OF THE LORENTZ TRANSFORMATION
Before employing the parametrized Lorentz transformation for solving the
problem of Section 11, it would be instructive to present some related illustrative manipulations. We see from eq. (55) that the equation

L{u;I}L{v; V} = L{w;W},

(63)

where I is the 3×3 identity matrix, holds if and only if the two equations
W

=

U*V

(64)
W = tom[u; v]V
hold. Solving eq. (63) forL {u; I}, we have from eqs. (57) and (55),
L{u;l} = L{w;W}L-I{v;V}
= L{w; W}L{-V-lv; V -x}

(65)

= L {w,(-WV-lv); tom[w; -WV-av]WV-X}.
Substituting (64) into (65) we obtain the identity
L {u; I } = L

{(u,v),(-tom[u; v]v); tom[u,v; -tom[u; v]v] tom[u; v]}. (66)

Identity (66) was, thus, derived from eq. (63) by the elimination of w and W in
eq. (65). Since two Lorentz transformations are equal if and only if their
corresponding parameters are equal, we have from eq. (66),
u =

(u,v),(-tom[u; v]v)

(67)
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and
I = tom[u,v; -tom[u; v]v] tom[u; v].

(68)

Identity (67) can be established directly from the right weak associative
law, eq. (iia) of Section 6:
(u,v),(-tom[u; vlv) = (u,v),tom[u; v] (-v) = u,(v,(-v)) = u,0 = u.

(69)

A direct verification of identity (68) is not as immediate as the direct
verification of identity (67), but it is instructive and, hence, is presented here.
We see from eq. (v) of Section 6 that identity (68) can be written as
tom[v; u] = tom[u,v;-tom[u; v]v]

(70)

which, in turn, can be written as
tom[v; u] = tom[tom[u; v](v,u); -tom[u,v]v]

(71)

by employing the weak commutative law, eq. (i) of Section 6.
Transposing matrices in eq. (71), by means of eq. (v) of Section 6, we
obtain the equation
tom[u; v] = tom[-tom[u; v]v; tom[u; v](v,u)].

(72)

Since tom[u; v] represents a 3×3 rotation about an axis parallel to the vector
uxv, eq. (72) is a particular case of the equation
tom[u; v] = tom[-/' v; P (v,u)].

(73)

where P is an arbitrary 3×3 rotation about an axis parallel to the vector uxv.
Noting from eq. (iii) of Section 6 that the rotation P distributes with velocity
composition, P (u,v) =P u,P v, eq. (73) can be written as
tom[u; v] = tom[-P v; P v,P u].

(74)

This equation, in turn, can be written as
tom[u; v] = tom[P u; P v]

(75)

by means of eq. (ix) of Section 6. Equation (75), finally, follows from the fact
that rotations P about an axis parallel to the vector u×v do not affect the Thomas rotation tom[u; v]: We see from eq. (14) that the Thomas rotation tom[u; v]
depends solely on the scalars lul, Ivl and u-v and on the vector u×v, all of
which are invariant under the application of the rotation P to both u and v.
Reversing the argument one can show that eq. (75) implies the validity of identity (68).
As an exercise in Lorentz matrix manipulation, an interested reader may
use the associativity of boost matrix multiplication to establish the identity
tom[u; v,w] tom[v; w] = tom[u,v; torn[u; v]w] tom[u; v]

(76)
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for all u,v, w e ~ 3. The interested reader may, further, use identity (76) and the
associativity of Lorentz matrix multiplication to establish identity (x) of Section 6. The techniques of this article, thus, enable one to calculate a plethora of
identities relating Thomas rotations.O~)

11. LORENTZ TRANSFORMATIONS LINKING FOUR-VECTORS
The problem of determining the Lorentz transformation, L {u; U }, that links
given initial and final time-like 4-vectors, (t, x) t and (x, Z)t, according to the
equation

is of interest, but has not yet satisfactorily been solved. A Lorentz transformation connecting an initial four-vector velocity with a final four-vector velocity
was displayed by Krause in 1977.09) Later, in 1982, Fradkin claimed that the
Lorentz transformation constructed by Krause lacks sufficient generality and
uniqueness. He, therefore, introduced an additional specified four-vector to
achieve uniqueness.(a°) Finally, van Wyk has recently presented a partial solution, noting that attempts at numerical solution indicate that supplementary
information is required.Ca1)
The problem of constructing the unique Lorentz transformation, L {u; U },
with given orientation, U, solely from a set of an initial vector and a final vector is solved here by employing the techniques developed in this article. A
unique solution of eq. (77) for the unknown velocity parameter u and, hence,
for the Lorentz transformation L {u; U} is given implicitly by eqs. (85) and (88)
below. The difficulty in determining explicitly the velocity parameter u of eq.
(77), reported by van Wyk,(2~) is traced in eq. (85) to the presence of the Thomas rotation in the composition of Lorentz transformations. Explicit determination of u is, finally, given by eq. (92).
Let (t,x) t and (x,Z)t be the time-space coordinates of an event measured
respectively in an initial inertial frame Y.v and in a final inertial frame Xw.
They are, therefore, connected by a Lorentz transformation L {u; U} satisfying
eq. (77). As indicated in eq. (77) and depicted in Fig. 5, the unknown velocity
of the initial frame Xv relative to the final frame 2w is u, while the known
orientation of the initial frame E, relative to the final frame Ew is U.
If we use the notation
X
v = -t

and

w = X

"t:'

v, wEZ~3,

(78)

then the time-like vector (t,x) r is the first column in the matrix (t/'~v)L{v; V} for
any orientation parameter V and, similarly, the time-like vector (x,;O r is the
first column in the matrix (x/3%)L{w; W} for any orientation parameter W.
Equation (77) is, therefore, identical to the first column equation in the matrix
equation
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Ew
Fig. 5

Two successive Lorentz transformations in the problem of
determining the unique Lorentz transformation connecting the components of an event measured in two inertial frames with given relative
orientation U and unknown relative velocity u.

y-~-L{w; W} = L{u; U} ~-~-L{v; V} ,

(79)

where V is an arbitrarily selected auxiliary orientation parameter and where W
is a resulting auxiliary orientation parameter determined by eq. (79). The
matrix L {u; U } determined by eq. (79), therefore, satisfies eq. (77).
The factors

- -t =

~ / ~

and

_"C
_=~1

,~2_ ~2/c 2

of eq. (79) are invariant under Lorentz transformations and hence, by eq. (77),
are equal. Therefore, eq. (79) can be written as
L{w;W} = L{u; U}L{v; V}.

(80)

The auxiliary orientation parameters V and W of eq. (80) are shown in Fig. 5,
Solving eq. (80) for L {u; U } we have
L{u; U} = L{w;W]L-~{v; V}
= L{w; W}L{-V-lv; V -1}

(81)

= L {w*(-W V-iv); tom[w; -W V-%]W V-I},
where the second and the third equalities are respectively obtained from eqs.
(57) and (55).
Figure 5 indicates that the parameter V of eqs. (79)-(81) is the orientation
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of some unspecified auxiliary frame Y~" relative to the initial flame ~ , while
the parameter U of eqs. (79)-(81) is the orientation of the initial frame ~ relative to the final frame Y~w.The unspecified auxiliary frame, Z", and its auxiliary
orientations V and W relative to Y~ and Y.w, respectively, were considered in
order to extend eq. (77) between two column matrices into the square matrix
equation (80). The matrix equation (80), in turn, can be solved for L {u; U } by
matrix inversion, eq. (81). Since the solution L{u; U} to eq. (80) is also a solution to eq. (77), we expect the solutionL {u; U} ofeq. (80) to be independent of
the unspecified auxiliary orientations, V and W, of the unspecified auxiliary
frame ~" relative to Ev and Ew. This is indeed the case as we will see in eq.
(83) below.
To manipulate the solution L{u; U), eq. (81), into a form independent of
the auxiliary orientations V and W we note that W is the relativistic orientation
composition of U and V, Fig. 5. By eq. (59), this composition, W, of U and V
is given by the equation
W = tom[u; Uv]UV,

(82)

demonstrating that the orientation W V-1 is independent of both V and W as
expected,
W V -~ = tom[u; Uv]U.

(83)

As we see from eqs. (81), (82) and (83), the Lorentz transformation matrix
L (u; U } of eq. (77) is given in terms of u, U, (t, x) t and (~, Z)t by the equation
L(u; U} = L (w.(-t0m[u; Uv]Uv); tom[w;-tom[u; Uv] Uv] tom[u; Uv]U}

(84)

where v and w are related to (t,x) t and (x,~)t by eqs. (78).
Equating the two parameters of the Lorentz transformations on both sides
of eq. (84) we obtain the two equations
u = w.(-tom[u; Uv] Uv).

(85)

and
U = tom[w; -tom[u; Uv]Uv] tom[u; Uv] U.

(86)

Equation (86) can be written as
I = tom[w;-tom[u; Uv]Uv] tom[u; Uv]

(87)

or, by means of eq. (v) of Section 6, as
tom[-tom[u; Uv]Uv; w] = tom[u; Uv].

(88)

Equations (85) and (88), where v and w are given by eqs. (78), determine implicitly the velocity u of the initial frame E~ relative to the final frame Y~w as a
function of the components of an event measured in these frames, (t,x) t and
(z,Z) t, and the relative orientation, U, between them. For parallel velocities,
ull Uv, Thomas rotations vanish and, hence, the determination of the velocity
parameter, u, by eq. (85) becomes explicit,
u

=

w,(-Uv).

(85a)

Similarly, Thomas rotations vanish also in Galilean relativity and, accordingly,
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the determination of the velocity parameter u by eq. (85) becomes explicit,
u = w - Uv,

(85b)

where u, w and Uv are vectors given by their components in £w and where v is
a vector given by its components in E~, indicated in Fig. 5.
In general, we determine the velocity u from eqs. (85) and (88) that can be
written as a pair of equations,
Q = tom[u; Uv]

(89)
Q = tom[-QUv;w],
where Q is a new unknown, replacing the unknown u. The unique solution, Q,
of the second equation in (89) can be obtained by successive approximations:
Q = linaQk

(90)

where

Qo=[
(91)
Qk = t o m [ - Q k - l U v ; w],

k = 1,2,3, "-- .

The existence of the limit (90) for Ivl,lwl < c follows from the behavior of
Thomas rotations, as shown in Fig. 1, and the inequality (31a): The sequence
{Qk}~ represents a decreasing sequence of successive, alternating Thomas rotations, say (--1)kek, of the plane containing the velocity vectors u and Uv. When
the decreasing sequence {ek} converges to zero, ek-~ 0, the limit Q exists and
represents a rotation of the plane through an angle e given by the equation
e= ~(--1)kek < oo. In a forthcoming paper we will show that Q =torn[w; Uv].
k=i

The unknown velocity u of eq. (77) can now be expressed in terms of Q,
u = w , ( - Q U v ) = w.(-tom[w; Uv]Uv),

(92)

as we see from eq. (85) and the first equation in (89). Finally, the velocity u of
eq. (92) together with the given orientation U determine uniquely, by eq. (50),
the required Lorentz transformation L {u; U } of eq. (77).

12. CONCLUSION
The Thomas rotation, tom[u;v], generated by two successive boosts
B(u)B(v), was expressed explicitly in terms of the two partaking boost velocity
parameters u and v, eq. (19), allowing simple expressions for its screw axis
direction and for its rotation angle. Properties of Thomas rotations and boosts
were presented in Sections 4-8, some of which were found useful in the
parametrization of the Lorentz transformation group L {v; V} by means of two
parameters, a velocity parameter v and an orientation parameter V, in such a
way that composite Lorentz transformations correspond to parameter compositions, eq. (55),
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L {Vl; gl} L (v2; V2} = L {v~*Vxv2;tom[v1; V1v2]V1V2}.
Finally, the techniques developed in this article were employed in Section
11 to determine the unique Lorentz transformation between the coordinates of a
given event measured in two inertial frames with given relative orientation.
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